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PREMIERE FOR 18 BRAND-NEW MODELS!

BRAWA A PASSION FOR DETAIL
DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE GRAVITA® 15D, BR 265 HZL

NEW LOCOMOTIVE FOR SHUNTING OPERATIONS

Order no. 48667
Order no. 49778
Order no. 48742
Order no. 48740

Road no. V 180
Road no. 510057 [P]
Road no. Dresden 83 689
Road no. Munich 83 689

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE
Delivery Date: AVAILABLE
Delivery Date: AVAILABLE
Delivery Date: AVAILABLE

RRP* 42,50 EUR
RRP* 39,90 EUR
RRP* 42,50 EUR
RRP* 45,90 EUR

Beer Car Lp „Pivovar Brauerei Sörgyár“ CSD
Milk Car „Frische Milch und Butter“ K.Bay.Sts.B.
Covered Freight Car Glr 22 „Tefal“ DB
Covered Freight Car Glr „Knorr-Bremse AG Berlin“ DRG

RRP* 48,50 EUR
RRP* 48,90 EUR
RRP* 45,90 EUR
RRP* 45,90 EUR

ROAD no.
Delivery Date:
RRP*
Refrigerator Car Tnfs 38 „Seefischer“ DB
Road no. 304 737

Delivery Date: Q4/2019

Order no. 47602
RRP* 42.50 EUR

A SPECIAL TREAT.
SOON FRESH ON YOUR TRACKS

Axle brake frame with brake blocks in wheel plane
Short coupling kinematics
Wheelsets with inside contours
Extra mounted brake systems, platform, handrails and steps

Finest paintwork and printing
Prototypical reproduction of the frame construction
Individually mounted and perforated car body supports

Refrigerator Car Tnomrs 35 DB
Road no. 301 001

Delivery Date: Q4/2019

Order no. 47607
RRP* 42.50 EUR

Axle brake frame with brake blocks in wheel plane
Short coupling kinematics
Wheelsets with inside contours
Extra mounted brake systems, platform, handrails and steps

Finest paintwork and printing
Prototypical reproduction of the frame construction
Individually mounted and perforated car body supports

FINEST PAINTWORK
AND PRINTING

PROTOTYPICAL REPRODUCTION OF THE FRAME CONSTRUCTION

EXTRA MOUNTED BRAKE SYSTEMS,
PLATFORM, HANDRAILS AND STEPS

AXLE BRAKE FRAME WITH BRAKE BLOCKS
IN WHEEL PLANE

FINEST PAINTWORK
AND PRINTING

PROTOTYPICAL REPRODUCTION OF THE FRAME CONSTRUCTION

EXTRA MOUNTED BRAKE SYSTEMS,
PLATFORM, HANDRAILS AND STEPS

AXLE BRAKE FRAME WITH BRAKE BLOCKS
IN WHEEL PLANE

FINEST PAINTWORK
AND PRINTING

PROTOTYPICAL REPRODUCTION OF THE FRAME CONSTRUCTION

EXTRA MOUNTED BRAKE SYSTEMS,
PLATFORM, HANDRAILS AND STEPS
Covered Freight Car Glh50 „O.SRAM“ DB  
Road no. 204 661  
Order no. 47283  
Delivery Date: 04/2019  
RRP* 41,90 EUR

Covered Freight Car Gos 245 „Moulinex“ DB  
Road no. 21 80 154 7 021-2  
Order no. 47280  
Delivery Date: 04/2019  
RRP* 41,90 EUR

Covered Freight Car Gos 245 „Remonta“ DB  
Road no. 21 80 148 6 417-5  
Order no. 47281  
Delivery Date: 04/2019  
RRP* 41,90 EUR

Tank Car Zas „Enviloc“ Ermewa  
Road no. 33 80 7956 593-7  
Order no. 48775  
Delivery Date: AVAILABLE  
RRP* 45,90 EUR

Disk Wheels RP25 with toe bearing, DC, set of 4  
In toe bearing, axle length 23 mm  
Order no. 2194  
Delivery Date: 04/2019  
RRP* 9,99 EUR

PERFECTLY EQUIPPED  
You can now find lamps, cable railways, a variety of preparated details and a large range of electrical accessories for HO and N in the extensive accessories catalogue.

Covered Freight Car Glm 200 ZF  
Road no. Bahnhofswagen Nr. 1  
Order no. 47900  
Delivery Date: 04/2019  
RRP* 39,90 EUR

Tank Car 2-axle „VTG Kemira“ DB  
Road no. 20 80 352 0 004-0 ZF  
Order no. 49251  
Delivery Date: AVAILABLE  
RRP* 34,50 EUR
SETS REAL NEW STANDARDS
FREIGHT CARS IN VERBAND-TYPE DESIGN

CLASSIC OF FREIGHT TRANSPORT

Rigid Coupling, set of 10
Order no: 93715
Delivery Date: Q4/2019
RRP*: 9,99 EUR

Covered Freight Car G „Moulinex“ DB
Road no: 04-36-12
Order no: 67487
RRP*: 34,50 EUR

Covered Freight Car G „Moulinex“ DB
Road no: 21 80 148 6 417-5
Order no: 67817
RRP*: 35,50 EUR

Covered Freight Car G „Rowenta“ DB
Road no: 21 80 150 8 617-5
Order no: 67818
RRP*: 35,50 EUR

Covered Freight Car G „Milwa“ DR
Road no: 04-36-12
Order no: 67816
RRP*: 34,50 EUR

RRP* 9,99 EUR

ORDER NO. COVERED FREIGHT CAR

Covered Freight Car Gos 245 „Moulinex“ DB
Road no: 21 80 154 7 021-2
Order no: 67817
RRP*: 35,50 EUR

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE

Covered Freight Car Gos 245 „Rowenta“ DB
Road no: 21 80 150 8 617-5
Order no: 67818
RRP*: 35,50 EUR

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE

Delivery Date: AVAILABLE
ANNUALLY, STARTING NOW:
ANTICIPATION OF LOVE FOR DETAIL

The annual BRAWA Product Overviews for H0 and N, as well as the new accessories catalogue for both gauges, are now available from your specialist dealer.

With the current product overview, BRAWA now offers you a complete round-up of all locomotives, passenger coaches and goods wagons, due to a new layout and separation according to gauge, our printed material is much more compact, which benefits you. The issues for H0 gauge and N gauge are published annually and replace the main catalogue, which was previously reissued every two years. In addition, the accessories catalogue offers you a complete overview of all accessory products in gauges H0 and N. And in addition to the new product overview, the BRAWA new items brochure will of course be published at the beginning of each year as usual.

Detailed information on the individual models can be found on our website, which also offers you numerous other options, from product-specific downloads to videos and sound files through to recommendations for putting together train combinations in a historically accurate manner.

REAL ADDED VALUE:
THE BRAWA WEBSITE

01 Comprehensive information on the details of the model variants with explanation of all icons
02 Information on awards, honours and distinctions received by models
03 Detailed descriptions of the model details and additional functions of the digital version
04 Functional overviews of the model variants
05 Convenient “Goto menu” for faster navigation
06 Operating instructions with spare parts lists and function overviews for download
07 Information about and photos of the real stock our models are based on
08 Clearly arranged lists of additional models of the same series
09 Informational and workshop videos
10 Product recommendations for assembling trains in a historically accurate manner
COMFORTABLE SERVICE AT THE BRAWA WEBSITE

ORDERING SPARE PARTS
www.brawa.de/spareparts

FAQ - FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
www.brawa.de/faq

WWW.BRAWA.DE

*Recommended retail price (incl. 19 % VAT), prices are subject to change. Product modifications are possible after this brochure is printed. Subject to modifications in design and shape. Colour deviations are possible.

CSD, DB, DR, Ermewa, Envioc, Gravita, Knorr-Bremse AG Berlin, Lambertz, Milwa, Moulinex, OSRAM, Pivovar Brauerei Sörgyár, Rowenta, Seefische, Tefal, VTG Kemira and ZF are registered trademarks.